tail. It was a help. There were other tails to hang to and they served but
none so willing for the purpose as Spot's.
In these adventures alone—abroad in the wooded hills to fetch the
cows? he, barefoot, bareheaded urchin, was insatiable, curious and ven-
turesome. So he learned to know the woods, from the trees above to the
shrubs below and the grass beneath. And the millions of curious lives
living hidden in the surface of the ground, among roots, stems, and mould.
He was soon happy in such knowledge. As a listening ear, a seeing eye
and a sensitive touch had been given naturally to him, his spirit was now
becoming familiar with this marvellous book-of-books, Experience, the
only true reading, the book of Creation,
One eleven-year-old was learning to experience what he heard, touched
or saw.
From sunrise to sunset there can be nothing so surpassingly beautiful in
any cultivated garden as in the wild Wisconsin pastures.
Night shadows so wonderfully blue, like blue shadows on snow.
Chokecherry pendent blooms to become black clusters of berries that
puckered your throat.
Solid depths of shade, springs—a glittering transparency in the cool
shadows.
Sunlight, aslant through the leaves on the tree trunks, plashing the
leaf-covered ground beneath.
White birches gleaming.
Wild grape festooning fences and trees.
The Sumach, braided foliage and dark red berry-cones.
Herbs, and dripping leaves in soft rain.
In the fields, milkweed blossoming to scatter its snowy fleece on every
breeze.
Sorrel reddening on the hills, far and wide.
The world of daylight gold would go through violet passing to the deep
blue of the night.
He would dawn now as the day, and studious experiences began in the
swarming insect life, in the warm living breath of fern beds. In the
marvel of mosses. In leaf-mould.
In the damp grasses under bare feet.
In the strange life going on in them.
There was the feel of mud between the toes and burning sand under
the feet, the cool, fresh grass on the open slopes.
He knew where the lady-slippers grew and why, where to find yellow
ones and where those rare ones, white and purple, were hidden.
He could lead you surely to where Jack-in-the-Pulpit stood in the deep
shade of the wood 5 to wild strawberries in the sunny clearings of the hills,
to watercress in the cool streams flowing frbm hillside springs.
Always he was the one who knew where the tall, red lilies could be
found afloat on tall meadow-grass. Where nuts and berries abounded,
there he would be.
The spot of red made by a lily on the green always gave him an emotion.
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